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Introduction: 
The proposal is to provide a BA (Hons) in Quantity Surveying under the National Framework of 
Qualifications.  This offering is a level 8 programme open to candidates who meet the minimum 
entry requirements.  It is proposed to allow students who complete years 1 to 3 inclusive to 
graduate with an ordinary degree as an embedded exit award. 

 
General Comments 
The panel welcomed the opportunity to review the programme submission and meet with the 
management group of the institute and the teaching faculty.  Based on the materials provided to 
the panel and the subsequent interaction with both the management group and the teaching 
faculty, the panel is satisfied that the capability exists within the school to offer this programme, 
together with its embedded award, subject to the recommendations set out below.   
 
The panel recommends to the academic registrar, and through his office to academic council, the 
validation of the Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Animation and Illustration, a 4-year degree (level 8) 
programme, subject to the conditions and recommendations set out below. 
 

Commendations 
 

1. The panel commends the quality of document submitted, drawing on a range of institute 
strategies, and supported by appropriate research and engagement specific to the 
programme. 

 
2. The panel commends the identification of Core Streams, and the attempt to differentiate 

the programme through its focus on Mechanical & Electrical QS. 
 

3. The Work Placement and online modules are commended. 
 

4. The positive and constructive engagement of all who appeared before the panel is highly 
commended. 

 
Conditions 

 
 
No conditions specified. 
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Recommendations 
 

1. Review the sequencing and titling of modules on the programme: 
 
(i) Recommend the delaying of the two Project Management modules from year 1, 

possibly switching with the two Construction Management modules in year 2; 
(ii) Economics & Finance to be positioned earlier in the programme; 
(iii) Business Management to be positioned earlier in the programme; 
(iv) Consider the option of a major project rather than a dissertation, to give the students 

opportunity to engage in a company project, possibly suggested by their work 
placement; and 

(v) Consider merging some modules to form 10 credit modules in the later years of the 
programme. 
 

 
2. Aim for early engagement with SCSI regarding application for SCSI accreditation, and in light of 

that, review entry requirements, staff qualifications (QS qualified), and research & 
engagement outputs. 

 
3. Review the programme learning outcomes to ensure they are written using measurable active 

verbs, and review module learning outcomes to ensure they are written at the appropriate 
level and using measurable active verbs. 

 
4. Review the number of contact hours, with a view to increasing the amount of independent 

learning, and reducing the number of contact hours, especially in year 4.  The document 
should be amended to reflect the correct contact for year 4 (22/18) as confirmed by the 
programme team. 

 
5. Ensure that the signposting of modules in the QS stream be labelled to include measurement 

and costing, where possible, from year 1 through to year 4. 
 

6. Review the titles of the various BIM modules to reflect accurately the content of these 
modules. 

 
7. Consider opportunities for electives in the latter stages of the programme, perhaps to be 

shared with other engineering programmes.  This would also facilitate interaction with 
students on other programmes within the faculty. 

 
8. Ensure the placement manual is published and made available to students and placement 

providers, and includes roles, responsibilities, and repeat assessment opportunities. 
 

9. Consider offering the programme in part time mode in parallel with full time delivery. 
 

10. Review the framework of assessments over the 4 years to ensure consistency in the approach, 
specifically in relation to the Continuous Assessment/Final Exam mix.   

 
11. Ethics needs to be introduced to students in appropriate modules before they go on 

placement, and not just through the LDHE module. 
 

12. Ensure reading lists are up to date, properly referenced, and divided between essential and 
recommended texts. 

 



13. The programme team should be cognisant of emerging trends and developing technologies 
and their application to the industry.  Outside industry expertise may be required at the later 
stages of the programme to assist delivery. 

 
14. The programme title, programme learning outcomes and proposed programme schedule for 

the embedded Exit Award (Bachelor of Science in Quantity Surveying) should be clearly 
articulated in the programme submission. 
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